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Abstracts

After years of development, glucose has become one of the major starch sugars in

China. However, in the past few years, China's glucose production has been expanding

slowly, affected by weak demand and fierce competition. Furthermore, the price of

glucose’s raw material witnessed an uptrend in the same period. With the weak

demand and high raw material costs, competition in China's glucose market is

becoming increasingly intense. What has happened in the glucose market? How is the

current competition structure of glucose in China? Who are the leading producers?

What is the future relationship between supply and demand in the glucose market?

With the application of glucose is quite wide in China due to its long history, what is the

current consumption pattern of glucose in China? How will glucose's major downstream

industries develop in China? What is the consumption trend?

Besides the aspects mentioned above, what other changes in the glucose industry can

be seen in 2012? What is the development trend of the glucose industry in China? You

can find the answers in this report.

This report combines CCM’s expertise in glucose market research. Highlights of this

report are as follows:

Overview of glucose industry

Introduction to the key raw material of glucose (corn starch)

Introduction to the capacity and output

Detailed description on glucose’s consumption pattern, market size and

application fields
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Forecast on future development of the glucose industry in China
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